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dreaded and, therefore, denigrated, vilified, because perceived as a symbol of 
an otherness which is considered incompatible with the West . And, still, the 
subjugated, subaltern, racialized body . The silent, voiceless body of those who 
have been confronted with the horror and the unspeakable and that appears 
stripped, besides of its rights, of any human value . Bodies apparently relegated 
in the most hidden interstices of our modernity which actually ask for and induce 
at looking at the historical, political and social matrixes of the suffering that they 
are emblem of. But, at the same time, bodies which bring carved in the flesh 
uncomfortable memories which scatter moral and cultural horizons which we 
considered acquired. On the basis of the outcomes of various pieces of research 
in the field of migration carried out by the Author through the adoption of a 
biographical approach, this paper aims at reflecting on the role played by bodily 
images and widespread bodily social representations in shaping the perception 
and public reactions on refugees in contemporary Europe, by focusing in 
particular on the debate aroused since the emergence of the so-called refugee’s 
crisis. The aim is to provide a reflection on the processes of social construction of 
otherness in contemporary society through an approach which combines analysis 
of case-studies with theoretical social reflection.
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Morphology of an Election Campaign. Deconstructing the Plots of Political 
Storytelling in 2018 Italian Vote.

The fundamental features of contemporary political culture - the weakness of 
ideologies, the personalization of political action, the crisis of intermediary bodies 
and the fragmentation of the audience - continue to stimulate the process of “me-
diatization” of politics . In this context, it is not surprising that the political world 
looks with increasing interest to the media logic of television seriality, the narra-
tive genre that more than any other is now showing itself capable of capturing 
the attention of the fickle “postmodern” viewer. In particular, election campaigns 
are increasingly becoming complex narrative architectures focused on the perfor-
mance of political leaders and organized in multi-strand plot-lines .

So why not use some categories of narratology to read the patterns of political 
competition? Why not adapt content analysis tools, normally used to decompose 
and classify storytelling, to deconstruct the plot of political communication?

The paper will present the first results of a research conducted on the self-rep-
resentations built by the main Italian political leaders engaged in the 2018 elec-
tion campaign . Among the variables analyzed: narrative target; setting elements; 
cast’s composition; narrative roles; forms of representation; modes of enuncia-
tion; themes; plots and master plots; morals; ideologies; moods . The goal is to 
identify and classify the basic narrative structures of contemporary political com-
munication, with particular attention to the behavioral patterns followed by polit-
ical leaders during an electoral competition .
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Solidarity-Building with Anti-Extractivist Struggles in the World 
March of Women in the Macro-Norte Region, Peru

This paper seeks to address the theme of the session by presenting 
and discussing research results on recent evolutions and challenges facing 
mobilizations in the World March of Women . We document how, since 2011, 
the World March of Women has been forging solidarities with the struggles of 
non-feminist others in the Macro-Norte region of Peru as part of its process of 
movement building . We also show how, in this process, the struggles against 
extractivism in which peasant and indigenous women are involved have been 
actively redefined as “women’s struggles” and as congruent with the popular 
feminism of the March . These developments are important for feminism as they 
are contributing to expand the political platform and priorities of the March 
beyond the more classical feminist issues (women’s poverty and violence against 
women) it had initially embraced at both the local and transnational scales . Taking 
on struggles against extractivism as a new priority is also posing challenges for 
feminist mobilizations, among which is the ability of popular feminism and of the 
March to integrate more intersectional perspectives . In particular, we highlight 
how, in our case study, the March has engaged in solidarity building with the anti-
extractivist struggles of the indigenous community of Canaris while both naming 
and eliding indigenous difference to the benefit of an analysis centering neoliberal 
capitalism . The paper draws on data collected in 2015 as part of Anabel Paulos’ 
doctoral research on convergence spaces in Peru and of Dominique Masson’s 
broader research project on solidarity-building around food sovereignty in the 
World March of Women .
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A Comparison of Russians and the Leader Countries in Economic 
Development By Modernization Indicators, Based on Wvs Data

This report is devoted to comparing the values of Russians and inhabitants 
of the most successful countries in economic development . The study is base 
on the World Value Survey data (wave 6, 2010-2014) . The purpose of the study 
was to compare the data for Russia and the data of the leading countries on 
modernization indicators to determine whether changes are taking place in 
favor of economic development or are a brake on it . To identify the values that 
contribute to the modernization of society, we use the typology proposed in L . 
Harrison’s “The Central Liberal Truth .” Harrison explicates the theory developed 
by the Argentine sociologist M . Grondona . In this theory were distinguish a group 
of cultural factors that influencing on progress. They form a typology consisting of 
25 points, according to which it is proposed to analyze the degree of progressivity 
of cultures . Cultures favorable for economic development are opposed to 
cultures that resist such development . We selected analogues of these 25 points 
in WVS and compare them between Russians and the inhabitants of the four 
most competitive countries in Europe . To determine the group of European 
leading countries in terms of various indicators of modernization, 10 indicators of 
economic growth, outlined by Harrison, were applied . These indicators were used 
to assess the progressiveness of countries (117 countries were ranked) . Indicators 
of progress, reflect the level of welfare, the level of confidence in institutions, the 
level of corruption and the nature of income distribution .
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Effectiveness of CCTV Systems in Crime Reduction: A Quasi 
Experimental Study in Eight Polish Cities

Video monitoring systems (video surveillance, CCTV) has developed in many 
countries around the world in last 20 years . It is a technical tool instrumental in 
the execution of social norms relating to public order . However, studies show that 
effectiveness of CCTV systems crime prevention is ambiguous (Lim et al. 2016; 
Welsh and Farrington 2002; Gill and Spriggs 2005; Piza et al . 2014) . Assessment of 
crime prevention function of CCTV systems appears methodologically difficult, due 
to data limitations, and complexity of the topic . In our paper we present results of 
the investigation on CCTV effectiveness in crime prevention in eight Polish cities. 
Cities chosen for the analysis have at least 100 cameras and are relatively big 
(more than half a million inhabitants on average) . The period of 2005-2015 was 
taken for analysis . Data on crime (six categories: car theft, car damage, burglary, 
robbery, fight and assault) were obtained from the Police. The study follows the 
experimental scheme, with installation of cameras treated as the experimental 
intervention . The experimental areas (where cameras were installed) and control 
areas (without cameras) areas were determined via spatial, GIS based analysis 
taking into account socio-economic criteria, such as: size of the area, number of 
inhabitants, dwellings type .

The analysis is based on the relative change of the crime rates in experimental 
areas in the years prior and after CCTV implementation . To our knowledge it is 
the first study applying quasi experimental method to several locations in parallel, 
and measuring long time series (10 years) .
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The Effect of Cultural Aspects on Electoral Behaviour: The Protest 
Vote.

The last municipal elections have shown a growth in the vote to new electoral 
office as a blank vote. 

For us, this electoral behaviour is an ‘exit’ electoral strategy, in terms of 
Hirschman, of the traditional political party arena (1977) which we have called a 
‘protest vote’ (Herrera, Mateos, Navarro, 2017) . The objective would be to explore 
the contextual factors that would facilitate this electoral behaviour .

These contextual aspects will include: a) the influence of the effects of crisis in 
Spain today, and b) the cultural or symbolic aspects that we will try to measure 
through the application of a ‘cultural scenes’ approach . Other demographic as-
pects (such as age, gender, social position, political attitude) will be controlled in 
order to understand the importance of the contextual aspect in the emergence of 
these new and ascending political proposals .


